This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle. The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them. The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #21

Solution: 9 letters
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(3) ERA FEN ISD ITO NPA RAT STN WIZ (4) AM I A ANTE AREA ASRM DIAL DRAW EIUH ETAL GEAR HKGA IMAC IRSP ISLE ITEM LENS MSCT NADA NEIN NITS RASH RITA SAYS SITE SOLE T-MEN TERM WI-FI ZONE (5) AT SEA AYAHS ECONO ELATE EMMET ENARM GARBO GARTH GT CAR HEADS JR GUY LETHE NEROS NINJA NOKIA OASTS OMANI ON AIR RASTA RIATA SAWER SET LM SLEET STAID SWEET TAILS TONE TONAL TRACE VLOGS TONAL TRACE VLOGS (6) REHANG TITHES (7) EDITORS RESOLVE (8) AT NO TIME NINE TOES (11) LIME DISEASE WARTS AND ALL (12) BREAD MACHINE TELL ME A STORY